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We are dealing with a real stationary process

X(t) = c()e(,, t)d, oo < t<
e(, t)=exp (i[ +... +]t), d=dfl(2,) dfl(),

(, ..., ), c are symmetric,
e(2) c(-- 2), c e L(da= da(,).., da(2)),

where dfl is the random spectral measure of a real Gaussian stationary
process, with E [di=da, which is absolutely continuous da(2)=f(2)d2.
We exemplify the multiplication rule through the following simple
case.

Let f, g e L(d2a), then

; f(,#)d g(,, l,)d

(f(2, z)g(-, -/2)+f(,L lu)g(-

d d

Define

where

+f(, )g(-, )+f(,, )g(2, )} da()

+f f(2’ 22)g(2,,

()= IIc,ll., IlCml= ]CI da,
m=O

’dl(x)=e-x-dx/(m-1) !, l_m co.

Theorem 1. Suppose we are given ,,..., e M2 and let their
IW-expansions be -- Co+ f c(2)d, 1_i_m.

kl J

Multiply the right-hand sides term by term by the multiplication rule
as above, and get a formal series of homogeneous polynomials, then
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the series is unconditionally convergent in L(), i.e. it is convergent
to the same limit in L(fl), regardless of the order of summation.
Collect polynomials of the same degree into single terms and rearrange
them in ascending degrees, then we get the IW-expansion of . ..

Define

V(h): k f f(i)’’’f(_)d..,d_
J

x su e(, , ..., -)1

where

Theorem 2. Assume that

( i ) lira lira _1 (h)=0,
h h

(ii) f is bounded,

(iii) v(T)--E X(t)dt T (T-+c),

(iv) lim (3]c[, h)/h=O, h=l/T, for every >0 and k,

where 1c12= c12- c12/ (Tl).
Then, asT

v(T)-/ .[’ Z(t)dtY(O, 1) (in distribution).

Correspondingly to Theorem 1, we obtain a limit,theorem for L-unctionals built on the shifts o Brownian sheet process.
The subsequent application is to a generalization of Ibragimov’s

result [2] concerning the periodogram.
Define

()=(;:I(x)dx-E(I: I(x)dx)), 0,
1 X(t)e- dtI(x)=

2uT
and let (2), 02, be the Gaussian process with

E($()) =0.

Cov ((2), $())=2u(f f:f(a, , fl)dadfl+f:" :( da),
where f denotes the m-th cumulant spectral density of X(t).

Theorem . Suppose that
(A) c(k2) are bounded Borel functions,
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(B) f, fceL2,
(C) (i) for any aO, n_2, and k with 0_k_n-2

lim I ...lCn(Xl,.. ", Xn-1, $--X
--,0

--Cn(Xl, "’’, Xn_l, --Xl, ", --Xk) dx. .dx_,=O,

(ii) flf(x)--f(O)ldx=o(h), h----+O,

(D) k! 3(b.b)o, b=(bo, b,...), bo=b=0,
k=O

b,<--Ilc,<ll= IlfllV (k_2),
t1" I1 L-norm, * convolution.

Then, as T--c, every finite-dimensional distribution of r con-
verges weakly to the corresponding one of .

Theorem 4. Suppose that X(t) satisfies the conditions in Theorem
3 except (D) and assume further that

( ) f is bounded and one can find , 01, such that

(b )<c.(ii) n7 *
n=O

Then, when T-+oz, as C[0, c]-valued random variables, $r con-

verges in distribution to .
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